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liMy Husband Was a Madman and a
Murderer": Josephine Clifford
McCrackin, Army Wife, Writer, and
Conservationist
CHERYL J. FOOTE

I was living, day and night, in sunlight or darkness, in a state of
terror, fear, and suspence, such as cannot be described. In the
midst of apparent safety and protection, death stared me constantly in the face-not the swift, sudden death that the Indian's
arrow or the ball of an assassin grants, but the slow tortures with
which the cunning of the maniac puts its victim to the rack; for
my husband was a madman and a murderer, and I was given,
helpless and without defence, into his hands. 1
Such a dramatic passage, one would suspect, might open a Gothic
romance or a Hollywood screenplay; few would guess that it emerges
instead from an autobiography of an army officer's wife on the New
Mexico frontier. Yet Josephine Clifford's account of her experiences in
the Southwest provides insight into aspects of frontier military lifeincluding unhappy marriages, domestic violence, and alcoholism-that
most other officers' wives' memoirs or diaries barely mention. On less
sensational subjects, such as camp life, social functions, or housekeeping arrangements, Clifford's perceptions differ little from those of
Cheryl J. Foote lives in Albuquerque. This essay will appear as a chapter in Women
of the New Mexico Frontier, 1846-1912, forthcoming from the University Press of Colorado.
1. Josephine Clifford McCrackin, "Toby," in "Another Juanita" and Other Stories (Buffalo, New York: Charles Wells Moulton, 1893), 105. I have used McCrackin's spelling
throughout this article.
.
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Josephine Clifford McCrackin at twenty-eight years of age. Courtesy California
State Library.
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her contemporaries Frances Boyd, Lydia Spencer Lane, Marian Russell,
Eveline Alexander, and Alice Baldwin. But in addition to her frank
discussion of a terrifying and unforgettable marriage, Josephine Clifford's descriptions of the southwestern landscape, flora, and fauna, as
well as the attention she devoted to depicting the enlisted soldier, set
her writings apart from those of other authors of the genre. Moreover,
Clifford's sketches of army life in Arizona and New Mexico number
among the earliest of such army women's writings to be published. 2
Indeed, many army wives committed their western experiences to
paper. Some wrote letters and diaries not intended for publication,
while others published memoirs at the urging of family members or
to commemorate their husbands' careers. Josephine Clifford, on the
other hand, turned to writing as a career that would make her selfsupporting. Between 1869 and her death in 1920, she wrote short
stories (in the local color tradition of Bret Harte), autobiographical
sketches, travelogues, and articles calling for conservation of natural
resources. Clifford's work appeared in Overland Monthly, Lakeside Monthly,
Californian, Out West, and other regional and national magazines, as
well as in California newspapers. Eventually, many of her stories formed
three volumes of her collected works. Clifford's choice of career was ::"
not unusual, for increasing numbers of female authors entered the;1
literary market in the second half of the nineteenth century. As one
student of this trend noted, a career as a writer provided women an
opportunity to achieve "an independent income ... [and] friends outside the family circle." And while Clifford appreciated her earnings,
perhaps even more she valued the friends she made during her early
years as a writer. These numbered among California's most notable
literary figures of the nineteenth century and included Bret Harte,
Charles Warren Stoddard, Ambrose Bierce, and Ina Coolbrith. 3
2. Collections of Clifford's [McCrackin's I autobiographical sketches and short stories
include Overland Tales (Philadelphia: Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger, 1877), "Another
Juanita," and 'The Woman Who Lost Him" and Tales of the Army Frontier (Pasadena, California:
George Wharton James, 1913). Women's accounts of frontier military life in New Mexico
following the Civil War include Mrs. Orsemus B. Boyd, Cavalry Life in Tent and Field
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1982); Lydia Spencer Lane, I Married a Soldier, or
Old Days in the Old Army (Albuquerque: Horn and Wallace, 1964); Marian Russell, Land
of Enchantment (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1982); Sandra Myres, ed.,
Cavalry Wife: The Diary of Eveline M. Alexander, 1866-1867 (College Station, Texas: Texas
A & M University Press, 1977); and Robert C. Carriker and Eleanor R. Carriker, An Army
Wife on the Frontier: The Memoirs of Alice Blackwood Baldwin, 1867-1877 (Salt Lake City,
Utah: Tanner Trust Fund, UniversitY of Utah Library,- 1975).
3. Ann Douglas Wood, "The Literature of Impoverishment: The Women Local Colorists in America 1865-1914," Women's Studies, 1 (1972), 4; McCrackin, "Reminiscences
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In fact, Clifford's association with this group of authors and the'
variety of her writings has tended to obscure her identity as an army
wife/author. Adding to the confusion, her three books contain seem~
ingly rando'm collections of short stories set in the Southwest (most of
which have settings on military posts), short stories set in California
(which lack an army setting but may include military personnel), short
stories set in Germany, and autobiographical essays. Indeed, at first
glance, because some of these autobiographical sketches are presented
as fiction, they are difficult to distinguish from the fictional stories.
But unraveled, separated, and placed into a chronological order they
lacked in publication (and with official military records as corroboration), these autobiographical sketches provide a remarkably intimate
view of Clifford's marriage to an army officer and other details of her
life at military posts throughout the Southwest. Moreover, some of the
incidents in these sketches also emerged in a fictional form in some of
Clifford's short stories. Her experiences as an officer's wife on the New
Mexico frontier, then, influenced her later experience as a writer. 4
While Josephine Clifford wrote more candidly than other officers'
wives about her husband's alcoholism and abuse, hers was by no
means the only unhappy marital relationship in the frontier army. For
example, Teresa Viele, who rarely mentioned her husband in Following
the Drum, a book about army life in Texas, later divorced him and went
to live abroad. Similarly, Mrs. D. Dyer divorced her husband, whose
fondness for alcohol and other women she alluded to in "Fort Reno";
or, Picturesque "Cheyenne and Arrapahoe Army Life" before the Opening of
Oklahoma. Other wives, who did not seek redress in the divorce courts,
revealed dissatisfaction or disappointment with their chosen mates in
their writings, whether intentionally or unconsciously; in Vanished Arizona, for instance, it is not difficult to discern that Martha Summerhayes'
marriage was not particularly happy. 5
of Bret Harte and Pioneer Days in the West," Overland Monthly, n.s. 67 (January 1916),
7-15, and McCrackin, "Ina Coolbrith Invested with Poet's Crown," Overland Monthly,
n.s. 66 (November 1915), 448-50.
4, To date, Clifford's [McCrackin's] experiences as an army wife have been overlooked by historians; an undergraduate student at the University of California at Berkeley,
however, recognized the autobiographical nature of Josephine's writings about her abusive marriage; see Jacquelyn Marie, "Josephine Clifford McCrackin. Battered Wife and
Writer," American Literary Miscellany #71, 1211912, Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley, California. Interestingly, this author and I independently reached similar conclusions about Josephine's experiences, and even chose the same quotation to
introduce our subject.
5. Teresa Viele, Following the Drum. A Glimpse of Frontier Life (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1984); Mrs. 0, Dyer, "Fort Reno"; or, Picturesque "Cheyenne and Arrapahoe
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Although the incidence of infidelity, alcoholism, domestic violence, incest, insanity, and other family problems in the nineteenthcentury army would be impossible to quantify, historical research indicates that these problems existed on military posts as well as in
mainstream society of the period. Because of the intimate nature of
these issues, references to them in reminiscences tend to be fragmented
and vague, while the franker comments in diaries and letters rarely
reveal the outcome of the incidents. Fortunately, official records can
often provide additional details. Thus Josephine Clifford's story, as it
emerges from her own recollections and from military records, may
represent one of the most complete records of family discord in the
Indian fighting army. 6
A journey to the unknown Southwest intimidated many women,
but Josephine Clifford eagerly anticipated this new adventure. Born in
a castle in Prussia in 1838, Josephine Woempner accompanied her parents when they emigrated to America in 1846. America, her father
ardently believed, would prove a land of opportunity and freedom for
his three sons and two daughters. Moreover, he dreamed of buying
"poor black slaves" from "their cruel masters" and helping them to
settle on land he purchased near St. Louis, Missouri. As his daughter
recalled, however, he lacked the financial resources to make this dream
a reality before he died in 1854. Josephine and her younger sister
attended convent schools in St. Louis, where they continued to reside
with their widowed mother. An older brother, George, went to seek
his fortune in California. 7
During the Civil War, Josephine met James Clifford, then a captain
with the First Missouri Cavalry, and fell in love with the charming,
blue-eyed Irishman. Clifford, who became a U.s. citizen in 1856, had
served as an enlisted man in the Second Dragoons and the 1st Cavalry
at various southwestern posts before the war. The couple likely married
in St. Louis, in November 1863, and Josephine continued to reside in
that city until the fall of 1864 when she and Clifford proceeded to
Washington, D.C., where he expected to be mustered outof the service.
Clifford, honorably discharged in January 1865, spent the following
Army Life," before the Opening of Oklahoma (New York: G.w. Dillingham, 1896); Martha
Summerhayes, Vanished Arizona: Recollections of the Army Life of a New England Woman
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1979).
6. For a discussion of family discord, see Patricia Stallard, Glittering Misery: Dependents of the lndian Fighting Army (San Rafael, California: Presidio Press, 1978), 103-29.
Melody Graulich examines family violence through western American literature in "Violence Against Women in Literature of the Western Family," Frontiers, 7 (1984), 14-20.
7. McCrackin, "Reminiscences of Bret Harte," 9-11.
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fifteen months in pursuit of a commission in the regular army. Josephine, meanwhile, worked as a postal clerk in the dead letter office in
Washington, D.C s
In March 1866, Clifford received his appointment as a lieutenant
in the Third Cavalry, and the couple proceeded first to Carlisle Barracks,
Pennsylvania, then to Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, to travel with the
Fifth Infantry enroute to New Mexico where Clifford could join his
regiment. Another member of the party was Lydia Spencer Lane, making her fifth trip across the plains. In her memoirs Lane noted that she
suspected the "uninitiated" found the trip "exceedingly wearisome,"
and perhaps some of the other wives did. Although Josephine Clifford
admitted that she often tired of sitting in her carriage, she remembered
that the march had "something grand about it at the same time-a
forest of bayonets in front of us, an endless train of wagons behind
us, moving silently through the solemn wilds; hosts of red-winged
black-birds fluttering along with us, the rarer blue-jay flying haughtily
over their heads."9
In fact, Josephine recalled that several aspects of the trip to Fort
8. Francis B. Heitman, Hisiorical Register and Dictionary of the United States Army from
Its Organization, September 29, 1789, to March 2, 1903 (2 vols., Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1903), 1: 310. The date and place of Clifford's marriage to
Josephine is difficult to determine precisely. Josephine's autobiographical sketches mention that she met Clifford in St. Louis and that they married; she neglected to give the
date and place, however. During an investigation of a pension claim in the 1890s,
Josephine first maintained she could not remember the date or place; later, she vaguely
stated that she married Clifford in Brooklyn, New York, sometime during the 186Os. An
investigator for the pension office, however, examined her divorce petition, made in
1868, and discovered that at that time Josephine gave the date and place of marriage as
November 26, 1864, in Baltimore. Her mother, who appeared as a witness in the divorce
proceedings, gave the same place and date and added that she witnessed the ceremony.
The materials relating to the divorce, granted in the 15th Judicial District in San Francisco,
California, perished in the great fire and earthquake of 1906. See James A. Clifford,
Pension Application Files, Record Group (RG) 15, National Archives, Washington, D.C.
Other evidence, however, suggests that the marriage probably took place earlier. Josephine's article "Something About My Pets" in Overland Monthly, 6 (January 1871), 5867 (later included in Overland Tales) indicates that the couple was married for at least
several months before they left St. Louis. Moreover, Josephine gave the date and place
of her first marriage as November 1863 in Missouri on a card she filled out for the
California State Library. See Josephine Clifford McCrackin, Bio-Card-File, California State
Library, California Section, Sacramento, California. Court Martial File of James A. Clifford, 002180, box 1398, RG 153, National Archives. Clifford [McCrackin], "Down Among
the Dead Letters," Overland Monthly, 3 (December 1869), 517-22, reprinted in Overland
Tales, and Pension Application Files, RG 15, National Archives.
9. Lane, I Married a Soldier, 131-32; Lane did not specifically mention Mrs. Clifford
in her memoirs, but Josephine mentions Mrs. Lane in her writings; see, for example,
Clifford, "Marching with a Command," in Overland Tales, 334, quote, 327.
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Union, New Mexico, proved particularly pleasant. The variety of landscapes she passed through, for example, relieved the tedium of the
journey, for "there was always something to see; the prairie-flowers
were so dazzlingly colored some days, or the rock lay in such odd
strata." She also rejoiced that she had hired as cook an experienced
"old army woman," who knew what supplies to bring along and how
to prepare meals on the trail. In addition, Mrs. Clifford befriended a
lonely German recruit, who devoted his off-duty hours to waiting on
the C1iffords.
More th~n anything else, however, Josephine delighted in the
horse she acquired at Fort Leavenworth for the trip west. From her
childhood, she had loved pets, and at various times owned dogs,
horses, chickens, and even a squirrel. Later, at Fort Union, she temporarily adopted a mink named Max. But Toby-a beautiful white
horse-became her special favorite, and the animal returned her affection and devotion. Toby kept the entire camp entertained with his
antics, as he refused to remain corralled with the other horses and
wandered freely in search of Mrs. Clifford's tent. More than amusement, more than transportation, Toby represented a staunch friend.
"There was something human in his affection for me," Josephine recalled. "Many a time did he stand beside me while I poured all my
.
trouble and my fears into his ear."to
Other army wives, particularly those who, like Clifford, had no
children, shared Clifford's fondness for animals. In her diary, Eveline
Alexander, for example, frequently mentioned her dog Fanny and her
litter of puppies, while Frances Roe disobeyed her husband Fayette's
orders to leave her greyhound puppy Hal behind when Fayette was
transferred to another post. But Josephine's deep affection for Toby
perhaps also reflected her loneliness. Although her writings indicate
no sense of estrangement from the other officers and their families,'
years later another member of the party recalled that "Clifford was not
highly regarded by the other officers. He was tolerated only. His record
as an enlisted man was known to be bad and the other officers ostracized him.... " And, while she remembered Josephine as "a refined
ladylike woman," this acquaintance went on to assert that "Clifford
showed evidence of dissipation & he was rough in his demeanor."
Moreover, "he drank constantly."l1
10. Clifford [McCrackin], "Marching with a Command"; "Something About My Pets";
"Toby," 103-04.
11. See, for example, Cavalry Wife, 53, 64-65; Frances Roe, Army Letters from an
Officer's Wife (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1981), 45-50; Pension Application
Files, RG 15, National Archives.
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If Clifford failed to impress favorably his comrades on the traiL
neither did his behavior after his arrival at Fort Union in August 1866
enhance his reputation. Charged with stealing a hat from the quartermaster's stores, Clifford appeared before a court-martial, which placed
him under arrest pending the decision of a higher authority. 12 In fact,
Clifford remained under arrest on a variety of charges for most of the
twenty-three months he spent in New Mexico as an officer of the Third
Cavalry. Moreover, he continued to antagonize fellow officers and to
£Ia'unt authority as the opportunity arose. For example, Josephine related an incident that occurred at Albuquerque as the couple traveled
with the troops to Fort Bayard in the southwestern part of the Territory.
Although all officers and troopers had received orders not to enter
Albuquerque enroute to their new destinations, Clifford determined
to visit the village, and Josephine went along hoping to secure supplies
at the quartermaster's store. But as the couple arrived, she reported,
they "were somewhat startled to see the colonel's light carriage ... "
and decided to beat "a hasty retreat." The colonel had already seen the
lieutenant and his wife, however, and demanded to know if Clifford
had forgotten the commanding general's orders. Far from being humble
or embarrassed, Clifford coolly responded that he was "not aware that
any exception had been made in favor of the colonel," and, Josephine
went on, "for the rest of the day ... [we were] invisible to the colonel's
official eye."13
Despite Clifford's problems with military authorities, Josephine
continued to find aspects of the journey enjoyable, as she responded
enthusiastically to new places and customs. Although she admitted
that at first she saw only "mud hovels ... [and] hard clay and cheerless
sand" in New Mexican villages, she found that "the whole place somehow look[ed] different" after she discovered "the tips of the pomegranate tree peering curiously over the high mud wall[s] enclosing ...
neat adobe[s] with well-cultivated garden[s]" and met the hospitable
and generous Hispanics who inhabited these dwellings. At Albuquerque, for example, she wondered "could [an] artist with brush and
pencil create anything more perfect than the gentle rise away off there,
over which houses and vineyards are scattered, and which climbs up
steeper and higher, till the faintest shadow of a passing cloud seems
resting on the blue-green peak?"14
12. Josephine Clifford to General W. S. Hancock, March 2, 1867, Letters Received
by Headquarters, District of New Mexico, September 1865 to August 1890, National
Archives Microfilm Publication M-1088, reel 6.
13. McCrackin, "Crossing the Rio Grande," in "Another Juanita," 68.
14. Clifford [McCrackin], "Marching with a Command," 345.
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The command continued south along the Rio Grande, passing
through Socorro and Fort Craig, and then entered the farnada del Muerta,
which Josephine described as a "horrible stretch of ninety-five miles
of desert land." They then passed through Fort Selden enroute to Fort
Cummings, where Josephine experienced her first fear of Indians. The
week before she arrived, Apaches had killed two men enroute from
Fort Bayard to Fort Cummings, and she recalled she had never seen
"a larger number of mementos of Indian hostility."IS
Despite her fears, the last leg of the journey passed peacefully
enough, and in late August the Cliffords arrived at Fort Bayard, near
present-day Silver City. As a matter of fact, no fort yet existed; one of
the responsibilities assigned to the men stationed there was construction of the facility, while their other duty was to. protect miners and
settlers in the area from marauding Apaches. Josephine, as the only
officer's wife in camp, appreciated the attentions of officers and enlisted
men, who proffered such luxuries as sugar and coffee from their own
rations for her enjoyment. Soon after her arrival in camp, she explored
the surrounding countryside, riding side-saddle on Toby with an armed
escort. She visited various mines around the area, and the nearby
mining community of Pinos Altos. On these excursions, the variety of
New Mexico's landscapes continued to interest her. "New beauty surprised us every little while: sometimes it was a little silver rivulet,
running over the most beautiful ferns; then a group of trees and redberried shrubs; and again, a clump of rare flowers," she remembered. 16
Yet the beauty of the countryside, the pleasant excursions, and
the kindnesses of the men at the fort could not erase Josephine's growing awareness that her husband's behavior had become increasingly
abnormal. Since his arrival in New Mexico, he had continued to drink
heavily, but, more significantly, he also began to exhibit symptoms of
paranoia. Clifford, in fact, had something to hide, and the likelihood
existed that someone in the army might know what he hoped would
remain secret. But Clifford translated that real possibility into a paranoid fantasy; soon after he arrived at Fort Bayard, he confessed to
Josephine that, a number of years earlier, he had killed a man in Texas.
Moreover, he had decided that military authorities recently had traced
him to Fort Bayard, and would soon arrive to bring him to justice.
And, to Josephine's horror, he alternated between the belief that Josephine had informed the authorities and the conviction that she might
serve to aid him in an escape. I?
15. Clifford [McCrackin], "Marching with a Command," 349-51.
16. Clifford [McCrackin], "An Officer's Wife in New Mexico," Overland Monthly, 4
(February 1870), 152-154, also included in Overland Tales.
17. McCrackin, "Crossing the Rio Grande," 66, and "Toby," 103-7.
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Within a few weeks after their arrival at Fort Bayard, Clifford, with
some ease, made his wife a prisoner. Since he continued under arrest,
he'received no assigned duties, and his free time allowed him to keep
his wife under close surveillance. Forbidden by Clifford to visit Toby
or to ride without her husband, Josephine's only contact with the rest
of the camp came through the enlisted men who served as the couple's
cook and orderly. To the casual observer, Clifford's reluctance to allow
his wife to ride without him seemed sensible, for the threat of Apache
attacks continued. Moreover, Josephine's reclusiveness also had a plausible explanation, since'the only other woman in camp was the company laundress, and the social distance between them might have
influenced their lack of congeniality. But Clifford's mistreatment of his
wife extended far beyond confinement, and for a period of more than
six months, Josephine suffered tremendous physical and emotional
abuse.
The more Clifford drank, the more abusive he became, and he
frequently threatened to kill his wife. On several occasions, he nearly
strangled her, while on others he amused himself with a form of Russian roulette-with the muzzle of his pistol aimed, not at his own head,
but at Josephine's. As she recalled, "he would hold the revolver pressed
close against my temple and let that horrid 'click-click' sound in my
ears till I was fairly numb with terror." He varied these threats with
others, menacing Josephine with a hatchet and threatening to cut her
into small pieces and roast them over the fire. And he particularly
delighted in reminding her that even if she screamed for help, he could
carry out his threats before anyone could rush to her aid. Yet at other
times he made elaborate plans to escape his (supposed) pursuers, and
these plans centered around Josephine's compliance and assistance. IS
In later years, Josephine confessed that she could not completely
understand her own response to this terrifying situation. But in fact,
Josephine's responses to her ordeal are strikingly similar to the behavior
of other women who have been victims of wife abuse. For several
months, Josephine remembered, she lived in a "dazed, unresisting
state," which she likened to paralysis. A variety of emotions, particularly pride and fear (that, in retrospect, seemed "ridiculous") contributed to her inability to seek help. For example, she noted, she
realized that family and close friends lived too far away to assist her,
while she felt the "natural reluctance of a wife to disclose her wretchedness to strangers." Moreover, miles of difficult terrain separated Fort
18. McCrackin, "Toby," 106.
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Bayard from other communities. And she feared that her husband
might injure or kill anyone who tried to aid her, as he repeatedly
threatened to do. 19
So instead of making plans to end her ordeal, Josephine tried to
hide the distressing events from her orderly and cook, and infrequent
visitors to the Clifford horne. When Clifford's violence left marks on
her neck, for example, she tied a strip of flannel around her throat,
pretending to employ a remedy for a cold. Meanwhile, Clifford began
to chafe at his enforced inactivity; also, in his deranged condition, he
suspected that his commanding officer and other members of the garrison were conspiring against him to keep him under arrest until proper
authorities arrived to try him for murder. Early in January 1867 he
requested a pass so that he could visit Santa Fe and demand redress
and reinstatement to duty from General James Carleton, but the commanding officer of the fort denied this and subsequent requests. At
last Clifford decided that Josephine must go in his stead and seek
"redress and protection" for her spouse. "Redress and protection for
him!" Josephine later recalled. "The bitter irony and humor of the thing
was not lost upon me even in the abject state of mind I was then in."20
Nonetheless, Josephine quickly acquiesced to the plan because she
19. McCrackin, "Toby," 105. While Josephine's passive acceptance of Clifford's abuse
may appear irrational and incomprehensible, her actions are in fact strikingly similar to
the responses of other women who are abused by their mates. Often women feel that
they have no resources to draw upon, and are thus trapped in a bad relationship;
moreover, they may be reluctant to expose personal problems to outsiders, partly from
embarrassment and partially from fear that they will not be believed. A sociologist who
has studied abused wives maintains that "the fewer resources a wife has and the less
power she has, the more likely she is to stay with her violent husband." He also notes
that "external constraint" (i.e., social pressures, role expectations) "influences the actions
of abused wives." See Richard J. Gelles, "Abused Wives: Why Do They Stay," Journal of
Marriage and the Family, 38 (November 1976), 659-68. Another scholar emphasizes the
important role that fear plays in causing wives to remain with abusive husbands. She
comments, "the most understandable explanation, and paradoxically the one most commonly disregarded, is fear." For the victims, she adds, "fear immobilizes them, ruling
their actions, their decisions, their very lives." Del Martin, Battered Wives (San Francisco:
Glide Publications, 1976), 75-76. Women also frequently believe their husbands when
they promise to reform, and may continue to feel affection and pity for them. Clearly,
as Josephine's account of her ordeal indicates, for awhile she believed Clifford's promises
to change his behavior. Also, she lived in an isolated area far from family and close
friends, and she hesitated to reveal her situation to others, partially from pride and
partly from fear. And, as her memories indicate, fear rendered her incapable of decisive
action for several months. Also see Leonore E. Walker, The Battered Woman (New York:
Harper and Row, 1979).
20. Lieutenant James Clifford to Lieutenant Colonel Alexander Duncan, January 9,
1867, National Archives M-1088, reelS. McCrackin, "Toby," 111.
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realized that in it lay a chance for escape. She also learned that her
efforts to conceal Clifford's mistreatment had fooled few at the post.
Already, the commissary clerk had severely limited Clifford's rations
of whisky from the military stores. Now, the post commander eagerly
granted Josephine's request for transportation and an escort to Santa
Fe because, she related, "something of the true condition of affairs at
our quarters had become known to him through our orderly and the
cook." So on a cold morning late in January 1867, Josephine set out
for the territorial capital and, perhaps, freedom from her insane'spouse.
Yet she felt no elation, and instead found herself strangely ambivalent
about her flight. Clifford had refused to allow her to take Toby, and
she feared that he would harm the animal if she failed to return. Indeed,
her orderly admitted that Clifford relied on Josephine's love for Toby
to bring her back to Fort Bayard, and had in fact vowed to starve and.
beat the horse if she escaped.
But Clifford employed more subtle weapons in addition to fear
and coercion to assure that his wife would return. The night before
she left, he preyed upon her continuing love for him, and her grief at
the changes he had undergone since their marriage. Begging forgiveness for his past actions, Clifford assured Josephine that he loved her,
and promised to reform, demonstrating a common cycle of abuse and
repentance that frequently occurs in abusive marriages. And, in spite
of herself, his wife, like other abused women, found these "parting
appeals and promises" moving. As she later explained, "women ...
are the most foolish, unaccountable, soft-hearted idiots in creation."
During the first part of her journey, then, Josephine intended to return
to her tormentor. 21
Her initial resolve to return to Clifford evaporated, however, as
her journey continued. Still, she determined not to reveal the true
nature of her trip to officers at the various posts she passed through,
partly from pride and partly because she feared that someone might
send a message to her husband. But her orderly made sure that the
21. For discussion of the behavior of wife-beaters, see Martin, Battered Wives and
Walker, The Battered Woman, Not infrequently alcohol plays a major role in abuse situations. Moreover, alcohol addiction and paranoia (symptoms of which Clifford frequently
exhibited) are not mutually exclusive; thus, a person may be insane, alcoholic, and
abusive, While it would be difficult to formulate exactly a diagnosis of Clifford's mental
illness, his history and symptomology suggest that he may have suffered from a personality disorder rather than a psychosis; as a psychopath, he could have suffered from
periods of paranoia, particularly when under stress, My thanks to William E. Foote,
clinical psychologist, for his insights and assistance in sorting out and understanding
Clifford's behavior, McCrackin, "Toby," 111.
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commanders at Forts Cummings, Selden, McCrae, and Craig recognized Mrs. Clifford's need for haste, and they eagerly assisted her.
Indeed, the sympathy and support that members of these garrisons
and their wives offered strengthened Josephine's decision to escape,
as she realized that no one condoned Clifford's behavior and no one
thought her wifely duties should include living with a murderous lunatic. Yet even as her hopes of escape increased, so too did her conviction that Clifford would realize that he had unwittingly provided
an opportunity for her to leave him. Moreover, Josephine believed that
once he decided he must follow her, he would pursue her even if the
commander at Fort Bayard denied his requests for leave. And in fact
her worst fears came true at the· small community of San Antonio,
south of Socorro.
As Mrs. Clifford and her escort prepared to depart for Albuquerque, her orderly noticed a rider rapidly approaching the settlement.
Almost without looking Josephine knew who it was, and she remembered that "the sight of this horseman turned my heart to stone, and
paralyzed every nerve of my body." As she had feared, Clifford realized
that his wife would never return. He recklessly deserted his post at
Fort Bayard and avoided other military establishments as he covered
one hundred and fifty miles within twenty-four hours, stopping neither
for rest nor food. And to add to Josephine's distress, he accomplished
this madman's feat on her beloved Toby. For a moment, Josephine
forgot her own fear as she ran toward the horse. He "was trembling
in every limb," she later painfully related, "but when he spied me a
low whinny struck my ear, and he moved forward a step to reach my
side. I rushed toward him, but before I could reach him he had tottered
and fallen at my very feet, with a deep, almost human groan." Moments
later, Toby died as she cradled his head in her lap.22
As Josephine's grief and horror gave way to a sensation of numbness, Clifford informed her of his plans to proceed on to Santa Fe and
demanded that she corroborate his story of persecution at the hands
of his commanding officer. Then, in a familiar pattern, he overwhelmed
his wife with "protestations of affection, repentance, and reform." This
time she gave no credence to these promises, but believed that he
would not hesitate to carry out threats that he would kill her and
anyone who might come to her aid. Enroute to Santa Fe, Clifford
refused to allow his wife out of his sight, and when they arrived in
22. McCrackin, "Toby," 129-30; also see General James H. Carleton to Lieutenant
Colonel Alexander Duncan, February 9, 1867, National Archives M-1088, reelS.
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the territorial capital, he locked her in a room at the inn as he went to
report to General Carleton.
But news of Josephine's plight had reached the general's ear, and
he enlisted the aid of several other officers and their wives to assist
Josephine in escaping from her husband. (:lifford, however, seemed
aware of their designs, and craftily refused to leave his wife's side or
to allow her to visit with the ladies. Moreover, Josephine, like other
abused wives, could not sufficiently overcome her fear and despair to
take advantage of this unexpected opportunity. As she later related,
her behavior confused these kindly people who had come to her aid.
"Not a word or a sign from me told them that I wanted their help, and
how could they interfere without or against my wish and desire?" When
she met them again, she remembered that "they blamed me for the
passive submission." Yet, she went on, "that was easy enough said,
but they had never stood in my shoes."23
General Carleton similarly proved reluctant to interfere in a private
matter between husband and wife; though his behavior seems unusual,
in fact it closely parallels that of law enforcement officials who avoid
involvement in domestic disputes. No doubt in an effort to spare Mrs.
Clifford further distress, General Carleton assured the lieutena~t that
he would consider Clifford's claims of persecution. Meanwhile, he
ordered Clifford to return to Fort Bayard and consider himself under
arrest again. In reality, of course, Carleton added desertion to charges
pending against Clifford that a court-martial set for the spring would
address. And while he took no steps to incarcerate Clifford, Carleton
characterized the lieutenant as "a very bad man," and added, "His wife
is to be pitied."24
As the Cliffords left Santa Fe to return to Fort Bayard early in
February, Josephine recalled that she left "all hope behind." Indeed,
the attentive and affectionate behavior Clifford had displayed in the
territorial capital evaporated almost immediately. The couple's orderly,
23. McCrackin, "Flight: A Sequel to 'Toby,''' in "Another Juanita," 136-38.
24. General James H. Carleton to Brevet Major Joseph G. Tilford, February 17, 1867,
National Archives M-1088, reel 4. Again, Carleton's failure to protect Josephine from her
spouse may seem incomprehensible and irresponsible, but his reluctance to become
involved in domestic disputes is characteristic of law enforcement offiCials confronted
with domestic violence. Summarizing other research, Gelles states "an offiCial acceptance
of violence between 'consenting' adults and the belief that violence is a private affair"
is an attitude that "police, the courts and the Citizenry" espouse (Gelles, "Abused Wives,"
666). Moreover, as Martin notes, by the time authorities intervene, "the wife may be so
terror-stricken-so threatened and intimidated by her husband-that she may ... even
turn the officers away." Thus the authorities are glad to avoid involvement in such cases.
Martin, Battered Wives, 76.
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hoping to cheer Mrs. Clifford, made her the present of a dog he had
secured in Santa Fe, and she appreciated the companionship the animal
provided. A short way along their journey, however, her husband
decided to use the unfortunate creature as an object lesson to his wife.
Seizing the dog, Clifford beat "the struggling animal's brains out" with
the butt of his pistol, then calmly rubbed his hands clean in the sand
of the road. As Josephine watched in "speechless horror," he turned
to her and told her that he would not hesitate to dispatch her in a
similar manner. 25
Once back at Fort Bayard, Clifford's behavior showed no signs of
improvement. Although the post commander demanded Clifford turn
in his sidearms, the lieutenant continued to terrorize his wife in other
ways. Moreover, he persuaded a hapless member of the commissary
to provide him with two gallons of whisky, and his subsequent drunken
actions prompted the commander to place a guard at the Clifford's
tent. During this period, Josephine lapsed into despondency and no
longer contemplated escape. For two months, she recalled, she almost
hoped that Clifford would carry out his threats and kill her so that her
sufferings might end.
But with spring came a new opportunity for her to attempt to flee.
In mid-April, a court-martial convened at Fort Bayard to consider a
number of cases, including Clifford's. During the proceedings, Clifford
was expected to sit before the court, under guard, and thus he could
no longer scrutinize his wife's every movement. Fear that she might
again try to leave, coupled with the additional stress of the trial, led
Clifford to risk resuming his abusive behavior even while the garrison
included the additional officers who made up the court. One evening
he entered his tent, dispatched the orderly, and waved a hatchet at his
wife, ordering her to kneel down so that he could cut into her skull.
As she complied, she displayed no fear, and her husband decided
to prolong her ordeal. Next, he threatened to throw her into the fire,
and in fact burned a number of her belongings as a prelude. II1 the
process, he discovered whisky that Josephine had hidden and paused
in his grisly work to consume about a quart. To his wife's surprise,
the liquor seemed to calm him, and he fell asleep, keeping a hand on
Josephine during his nap. Worn out from this terrifying experience,
she also dozed. When she awoke, she saw "the sharp edge of the'
hatchet, and the maniac face" of Clifford "grinning fiendishly behind
it" as he took aim to strike. Disconcerted to discover she had awakened,
25. McCrackin, "Flight: A Sequel to 'Toby,'" 138-40.
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Clifford paused and eventually fell asleep again. But at last, this incident, the culmination of months of torture, penetrated Josephine's
lethargy and she vowed that should she "ever again see the light of
day, ... no fear, no pride should ever deter" her from escaping. 26
In the morning, as soon as Clifford left for the court, Josephine
enlisted the aid of her orderly in making careful plans for flight. With
the help of the garrison, Josephine made ready to leave in the early
evening of April 19, 1867. As she departed, the post commander assured her that he had assigned a whole company to guard her husband.
Then, bidding her farewell, he furnished her with a letter to the commanders of the posts she would pass. This missive advised these officers that "treatment of [Mrs. Clifford] ... is reported Brutal and anything
you can do to assist her in leaving the country will be endorsed as a
just cause."27
As during her earlier attempt to leave her deranged husband,
Josephine received compassion, support, and assistance on her journey
northward. At Fort Union, she joined a military train enroute to St.
Louis under the command of General Andrew Alexander. Alexander's
wife Eveline numbered among Josephine's companions on the trip east,
and Josephine never forgot Mrs. Alexander's kindness to her. Yet as
Josephine left the territory, she still feared that Clifford would somehow
try to follow her, and indeed, once again, she was right. This time,
however, Josephine had eluded his grasp forever. After she arrived at .
St. Louis, she journeyed to California, where her brother and mother
now lived, and filed for a divorce, which was granted in April 1869. 28
Clifford, however, remained determined to pursue his wife even
though he remained under arrest. Charges pending against him from
his offenses at Fort Union had been dropped, but as Josephine left Fort
Bayard, his trial there continued in progress. Indeed, this court-martial
found him guilty of desertion, breach of arrest, and conduct unbecoming an officer and recommended that he be cashiered from the army.
The body also agreed that Clifford's mental condition had deteriorated,
and suggested that he be assessed for insanity. Cagily, Clifford parleyed
that decision into a medical leave, which he received within a week
26. McCrackin, "Flight: A Sequel to 'Toby:" 143-46.
27. J. Tilford to commanding officer of Fort Selden, April 19, 1867, National Archives
M-1088, reelS.
28. McCrackin, "Flight: A Sequel to 'Toby:" 164-66; William 1. Cain to Brevet Major
DeForrest, April 16, 1867, National Archives M-1088, reelS; unfortunately, Eveline Alexander's diary ends in January 1867, and any additional letters she may have written
during this period have not yet come to light; see Cavalry Wife, and Sandra Myres to
author, February 14, 1985. Also see Pension Application Files RG 15, National Archives.
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after his wife's departure. Hastily he proceeded as far as Albuquerque,
where he paused to confront members of the garrison there who had
rendered assistance to Josephine. In a rage, he drew a gun on a superior
officer and threatened to kill him. This rash act effectively halted Clifford's pursuit of his unfortunate spouse, as military officials turned
the errant officer over to civil authorities, who tried Clifford on charges
of assault. However, an army doctor examined Clifford and pronounced him insane, and the case was dismissed. Next, Clifford turned
his attention toward the verdict of the court-martial at Fort Bayard,
discovering a legal loophole that overturned that body's sentence calling for his dismissal from the army. For a short while he was released
from arrest and returned to duty at Fort Wingate in western New
Mexico. Meanwhile, he correctly surmised that Josephine had fled to
California· to live with her mother, and he continued harassing his wife
by letter, alternating threats to kill her should he find her with pleas
for her return. 29
Military officials, however, had not yet finished with Clifford, and
brought new charges against him relating to his assault on Lieutenant
Colonel Duncan. This court-martial found Clifford guilty, and members
of the court called for his dismissal from the service and for incarceration in a federal penitentiary for a period of five years. The case
automatically proceeded to the Secretary of War for review. In these
proceedings, moreover, Clifford's closely guarded secret emerged; though
he had successfully kept it from his wife, he could not hide it from his
superior officers. Even before Josephine fled the territory in the spring
of 1867, General Carleton had rec;eived letters from military officials
asking him to investigate a matter relating to Clifford, and in the latter
trial this new development and Clifford's treatment of Josephine formed
part of the evidence against him. 30
In fact, not one but two women had fallen sway to Clifford's charms
and shared his life at front~er posts in New Mexico. Clifford, alcoholic,
abusive, and periodically displaying symptoms of insanity, was also a
bigamist. Because his first wife Margaret could neither read nor write,
she left a much less detailed record of her life with Clifford than did
Josephine. But from affidavits Margaret made in later years, when she
applied for a pension as Clifford's widow, and from other official records, the story of an army wife who experienced neglect, desertion,
and destitution emerges. Like Josephine's, Margaret's story illustrates
29. Court-martial file of Clifford, RG 153,002180, box 1398, National Archives, and
Pension Application Files, RG 15, National Archives.
30. Carleton to Nelson Davis, February 17, 1867, National Archives M-1088, reel 4.
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another aspect of family life in the nineteenth-century army that seldom
has been examined. Moreover, although these two women never met,
their life stories are nonetheless interwoven because they married the
same man.
At the age of twenty-two, Clifford married his first wife, Margaret
Dillon, in New Orleans in February 1851, under his real name, James
Ingram. With his seventeen-year-old bride, he journeyed to Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, where he planned to join a wagon train bound for
California. Inexplicably, however, he decided instead to enlist in the
army, a plan he failed to discuss with Margaret; indeed, she remembered, she had no knowledge of his intent until "he approached my
tent in soldier's clothes." He adopted the name Clifford, he explained,
because he needed an alias; indeed, he told Margaret the same story
he would later relate to Josephine, that he had killed a man in Texas
and fled from justice. Under the name of James Clifford, he joined the
Second Dragoons as a private, and he and Margaret proceeded westward to Fort Conrad, New Mexico, where their daughter, Emma, was
born in November 1851. For the next several years, Clifford served at
various posts in New Mexico, until he decided to leave the military in
1855. He received an honorable discharge at Fort Leavenworth, where
the Cliffords added son William to their family. 31
During the next three years, as Margaret later recalled, the family
"wandered around considerable," living for a time in Philadelphia,and
later in Brooklyn (where a second son, Oakleaf, joined the family in
1856). Eventually, Clifford reenlisted in the army, joining the First Cavalry in 1858 as a bugler, and the Cliffords returned with this unit to
New Mexico. At the outbreak of the Civil War, Clifford applied for a
commission in the First Missouri Cavalry, and the family returned to
the 51. Louis area with a fourth child, Annie, born at Fort Smith,
Arkansas in 1860. 32
From 1861 until Clifford's departure for Washington late in 1864,
Margaret and the children remained in the St. Louis area, where, as
his regimental duties permitted, Clifford visited them. As Margaret
later admitted, during this period friends advised her that Clifford
carried on an affair with another woman. (The scanty evidence suggests, however, that this woman was not Josephine Woempner). But
31. Pension Application Files, RG 15, National Archives; Margaret eventually bore
nine children to Clifford, five of whom died in childhood. Information courtesy of Jeanne
McIntosh, Clifford's great-granddaughter.
32. Pension Application Files, RG 15, National Archives; also see Heitman, Historical
Register, 1: 310.
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she apparently knew nothing of his second, bigamous marriage to
Josephine. Thus Margaret had no reason to suspect, as she bade her
husband farewell in the fall of 1864, that she would not see him again
for more than five years. Clifford set out for Washington (with Josephine) and Margaret and the children returned to New Orleans, where
Margaret had relatives.
During the first fifteen months of their separation, Clifford wrote
often to Margaret and sent her money. In February 1866, he wrote her
a tender missive recalling their wedding anniversary, sending love to
the children, and assuring her that he expected to join the family
shortly. But in fact, Margaret received no additional news of her husband (or any money for her support) until he suddenly appeared' at
their home on Palm Sunday, 1870. For four years, Margaret depended
on the charity of relatives and friends, and the kindness of military
officials, to support herself and her children during this trying time.
As she recalled, officers including General Philip Sheridan "were cognizant of the fact that my husband had deserted me & all were kind
to me." They permitted her to draw rations from the quartermaster's
department. In addition, Willie and Oakleaf "worked as messengers"
for the army, while their mother "sewed for some of the officers."33
These kindly officers also investigated Clifford's whereabouts so
that military authorities might compel him to provide for his family's
support. Eventually, they traced him to New Mexico, and their letters
detailing his neglect of Margaret and the children, combined with those
of officers describing his cruel treatment of Josephine, formed part of
the material that the secretary of war examined when he reviewed
Clifford's case. On the basis of these documents, the secretary questioned Clifford's sanity, and ordered another examination to assess his
mental condition. The post physician at Fort Wingate conducted this
second evaluation, concluding that Clifford was "not insane," although
he admitted that the officer possessed a "disposition naturally suspicious and revengeful," and that he might "be capable of acts of violence." Therefore, the secretary endorsed the court-martial's
recommendations, and Clifford was cashiered from the army on June
9, 1868, although the sentence was mitigated to exclude incarceration. 34
33. Pension Application Files, RG 15, National Archives. A copy of Clifford's letter
of February 1866 to Margaret is included in the pension file.
34. Court Martial records, 00 2180, box 1398, RG 153, National Archives; army
doctors who examined Clifford apparently determined his mental status by their observations and experiences with him. That he was able to manipulate their impressions to
his own advantage (as records suggest) strengthens the suspicion that Clifford was
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Not surprisingly, Clifford immediately requested a new trial, charging
that he had been the victim of unfair legal proceedings and persecution.
Ultimately, he petitioned President Grant to reappoint him as an officer,
but fortunately for the army the Chief Executive declined to do so. By
the spring of 1870, Clifford abandoned his quest for a military career
and, no doubt in need of emotional solace, returned to New Orleans
and the family he had abandoned five years before. Margaret's immediate reaction to her husband's reappearance is unrecorded, although she later maintained that she "forgave him for his neglect of
me," and that from Clifford's return until his death, their "relations
were entirely amicable." Moreover, she recalled, "we never talked of
his conduct[,] whereabouts[,] or business from '65 to '70.// 35
For about a year, Clifford worked for the police force in New
Orleans, but then became restless for the West. In June 1871, the family
moved to Santa Fe, where Clifford sought employment with the quartermaster's department at Fort Marcy. The following year, he opened
his own livery stable in the territorial capital, but his health began to
fail. Afflicted with a chronic dysentery, Clifford moved his family back
to New Orleans in 1873, and Willie and Oakleaf supported their parents
until Clifford died in 1874.
His widow never remarried. She remained in New Orleans for a
while, but then accompanied her son Oakleaf to the West again. For
a time they lived in Colorado, and then, in the mid-1880s returned to
New Mexico. By 1890, Oakleaf had settled in Albuquerque with his
family, and owned a livery stable that in later years grew into a taxi
service. Margaret's health declined as she approached the age of sixty,
am~ in 1894 she made application for a widow's pension, testifying
that "I depend wholly upon my son Oakleaf for support-for clothing
food & shelter.// After a lengthy and complicated investigation, the
Pension Office granted Margaret's request, and she received a widow's
pension until her death in Albuquerque in 1905. 36
indeed a psychopathic personality. Under stress, he also exhibited symptoms of paranoia.
While Clifford probably suffered from a personality disorder rather than a psychosis,
his associates in the frontier army of the nineteenth century could not have made such
a distinction at that time; such aberrant behavior fell under a more general category of
"insane." Interview with William E. Foote, clinical psychologist.
35. Court Martial records, 00 2180, box 1398, RG 153, National Archives; Pension
Application Files, RG 15, ibid.
36. Pension Application Files, RG 15, ibid.; Donald S. Dreesen, "Founders of Albuquerque: Families Living in Bernalillo County and the Rio Abajo During the 17th and
• 18th Centuries," manuscript, University of New Mexico Library, Special Collections
Department.
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For Margaret, of course, such an application represented a possibility for financial support in her old age; but to Josephine, Margaret's
simple request brought embarrassment and a resurgence of memories
she had tried to exorcise for nearly thirty years. As investigators for
the Pension Office proceeded with Margaret's claim, they learned about
Clifford's second marriage; eventually, they located Josephine, and
traveled to Santa Cruz, California, to take her deposition in the case.
Not surprisingly Josephine found the procedure upsetting, as she likely
knew nothing about Clifford's earlier marriage to Margaret; indeed,
she testified, Clifford "never told me that he had been previously married." Now, Josephine realized that Clifford's prior marriage invalidated her marriage to him, and just as her husband had concealed
bigamy from her, Josephine kept this information secret. While she
had written explicitly about her ill-fated marriage, she had never publicly disclosed her divorce from her abusive spouse; nor, in future years,
. would she ever reveal this further evidence of Clifford's perfidy. 37
As a matter of fact, in the years since she had left Clifford, Josephine had not been able to forget the terrifying and tragic events of
her marriage. Yet she did not lose her enthusiasm for the southwestern
landscape and visited army friends in Arizona on several occasions..
Moreover, she had established herself as a writer and had made friends
with some of California's literary elite. Soon after she came to California, she met Bret Harte, editor of the young Overland Monthly, "one of
the best American magazines" of the day and became his editorial
assistant. Harte urged her to try her hand at writing about her experiences; she took his advice, and in December 1869, her first piece, a
sketch about her employment in the postal service entitled "Down
Among the Dead Letters" appeared in the Overland Monthly. During
the next two decades she wrote additional sketches about her travels
and life as an army wife; she also began to write short stories that
frequently had western settings, as well as those with a German background. Not only Overland Monthly published her writings; in addition,
Californian, another California magazine, Lakeside Monthly (a regional
periodical based in Chicago) and Potter's American Monthly regularly
37. Pension Application Files, RG 15, National Archives. Who's Who in America, 19101911 (Chicago: A.N ..Marques & Co., 1910), 6: 1215. Also see George Wharton James,
"The Romantic History of a Remarkable'Woman-Josephine C. McCrackin," National
Magazine, 35 (March 1912), 795-800 (later republished in James's magazine Out West in
1913, and as a preface to a collection of Mrs. McCrackin's works he published in 1913
as "The Woman Who Lost Him" and Other Tales of the Army Frontier).
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,featured her work. In 1877, Josephine's first book, Overland Tales, appeared as a collection of some twenty-one sketches and stories, most
of which had been published previously in Overland Monthly or Lakeside.
A second volume of her work, "Another Juanita/' followed in 1893, and
a third collection, "The Woman Who Lost Him" and Tales of the Army Frontier
appeared in 1913. 38
Moreover, Josephine's early association with Harte and the Overland Monthly proved fortuitous not only for her writing career, but for
her personal happiness. She became friends with many of the other
authors who wrote for the magazine, particularly Ina Coolbrith, later
known as California's poet laureate. Indeed, in addition to their chosen
careers as writers, and their association with the magazine, Josephine
and Ina had a good deal else in common; most significantly both had
experienced unhappy marriages to husbands who proved abusive and
who exhibited signs of mental illness, and both women terminated
their marriages with divorce, a secret that each jealously guarded even
though increasing numbers of California wives divorced their husbands, particularly for cruelty, between 1860 and 1890. 39
Another of these friends was Anton Roman (owner first of the
Overland Monthly, and later of Californian) for whom Josephine likely
felt a special kinship because he too was German. Probably she confided something of her marriage to Clifford to Roman, who then made
inquiries to ascertain her former husband's whereabouts. From Roman,
in about 1880 or 1881, Josephine learned that Clifford was dead. As a
Roman Catholic, she apparently had hesitated to consider remarriage
after divorce; now, she felt free to marry again. In 1882, on a visit to
friends in Arizona, she met Jackson McCrackin, a miner from South
Carolina, and the couple married. Returning to Santa Cruz, California,
they built a ranch in the nearby mountains that Josephine christened
Monte Paraiso (Mount Paradise).40
38. McCrackin, "Reminiscences of Bret Harte," 12; also see Ella Sterling Cummins
Mighels, The Story of the Files, a Review of Californian Writers and Literature (San Francisco:
Cooperative Printing Co., 1893).
39. Josephine DeWitt Rhodehamel and Raymund Francis Wood, Ina Coolbrith: Librarian and Laureate of California (Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University Press, 1973),
97-98,331-32; McCrackin, "Ina Coolbrith Invested with Poet's Crown," 448-50. Also see
Robert L. Griswold, Family and Divorce in California, 1850-1890: Victorian Illusions and
Everyday Realities (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1982), 1, 79.
40. Josephine stated in her deposition, made in 1896, for Margaret's pension claim,
that she had learned about Clifford's death from Anton Roman some fifteen or sixteen
years previously. Mrs. McCrackin gave her religion as Roman Catholic in her entry in
Who's Who. In several of her short stories, women who are divorced nonetheless wait
to remarry until they are assured of their former husband's death; see, for example,
"Her Red Hair," in "The Woman Who Lost Him," 47-121, and "La Graciosa," in Overland
Tales, 13-50. Also see James, "Romantic History," 795-800.
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Indeed, at Monte Paraiso Josephine found her life closer to something like paradise than it had ever been. Happy in her second marriage, surrounded by beautiful countryside and a number of pets, she
also kept in touch with her literary friends, particularly Ina Coolbrith,
and Ambrose Bierce, who lived nearby. Yet she had never forgotten
her experiences with Clifford, although she had skillfully concealed
her unhappy marriage and attendant details in her early autobiographical sketches. Not until Josephine learned of Clifford's death did she
commit her most terrifying memories to print in "Toby" and "Flight:
A Sequel to Toby," two stories that appeared in Californian in 1881 (and
later in her second book, "Another Juanita"). Until the publication of
these articles, Josephine had shared these events only with her family
and a few intimate friends. And indeed, these frank and vivid depictions so startled readers that most assumed the works were fictionand sensational, lurid fiction at that-rather than accounts of a troubled, torturous relationship.41
In addition to these autobiographical articles, a number of Josephine's short stories include themes that derive from her own· experiences. In "La Graciosa," "Her Red Hair," "Penitencia," and "That
Ranch of His," for example, the heroine flees from a husband who has
misused her, although few details of the mistreatment appear in the
narrative. Nor are women in Clifford's stories incapable of treachery
and deceit; in "An Episode of 'Fort Desolation'" (also published under
the title "A Woman's Treachery"), "The Gentleman from Siskiyou,"
"Manuela," and "Her Name Was Sylvia," women are responsible for
the evils that ultimately befall the male protagonists. Along similar
lines, several of Josephine's stories feature "star-crossed lovers" who,
for one reason or another, have been unwilling or unable to marry;
when they meet again and realize that they have loved each other all
along, usually the death of one (or both) prevents them from achieving
41. That Josephine wrote these stories about the time she learned of Clifford's death
seems likely because she commented "the iron horse now goes snorting and shrieking
by a strip of fair country which in those days lay ... entirely outside the reach of
civilization" ("Toby," 103). The Santa Fe and Southern Pacific met at Deming, New
Mexico, in 1881, and reached Silver City in 1882. David F. Myrick, New Mexico's Railroads.
An Historical Survey (Golden: Colorado Railroad Museum, 1970), 148. Moreover, she
probably hesitated to publish these stories about her life with Clifford while he was still
alive because she feared that he might locate her. She apparently knew of Clifford's
death by the time the stories appeared in Californian in 1881. See footnote 40, above,
and her handwritten list of her publications in Josephine Clifford McCrackin papers,
California State Library, California Section. James, "Romantic History," 779; "In the Realm
of Bookland," Overland Monthly, 63 (February 1914), 207; Bertha Snow Adams, "A Seventysix-year-old Woman Reporter," American Magazine, 79 (June 1915), 51.
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happiness together. Stories that incorporate this theme include "Ma_
nuela," "Desdemona," "Juanita," "Another Juanita," and "A Lady in
Camp." In fact, most of Josephine's stories that include a love affair of
some sort do not end happily. 42
That Josephine wrote of her own unhappy marriage in fictional,
as well as autobiographical, form underscores the long-lasting emotional impact of the events she chronicled. Writing about them no doubt
allowed her to work through some of her feelings and offered some
kind of catharsis for her, much as psychotherapy might provide today.
Yet even as she incorporated these painful memories into her fiction
or autobiographical accounts, she did not neglect themes that also
appear in her other works. Her affection for animals, for example,
clearly emerges from her stories and sketches. In addition, she closely
attended to details of landscape, and her appreciation of natural beauty
illuminates her writing, whether she describes the wild terrain of southwestern New Mexico or the peaceful setting of a California garden.
Moreover, her characters--particularly women-are often complex and
varied; her stories depict, for example, women of various social classes
ranging from society matrons to army wives, schoolteachers, servants,
and prostitutes. She also frequently incorporated ethnic characters,
particularly Hispanic and Indian, into her stories and relegated neither
to demeaning stereotype.
In her later life, other events shaped the direction of her writing.
In 1899, a forest fire destroyed the McCrackins' mountain ranch; this
personal tragedy also awakened Josephine to the threat forest fires, as
well as human encroachment and greed, posed to Calfornia's redwood
forests. In 1900, she wrote an impassioned letter that launched a campaign to save these giant trees, and her efforts eventually led to the
formation of a California state redwood park. Similar concern for California's endangered songbirds led her to organize a protective organization for these creatures in 1901. For the rest of her life she supported
various movements to conserve the natural resources of her adopted
state, and wrote numerous letters and articles about these goals. 43
In addition, Josephine became the society editor for the Santa Cruz
Sentinel after Jackson McCrackin died in 1904. Heavy debts in addition
42. "La Graciosa," "The Gentleman from Siskiyou," "Manuela," "Her Name Was
Sylvia," "Juanita," and "A Lady in Camp" appear in Overland Tales; "Another Juanita,"
and "That Ranch of His" are included in "Another Juanita," while "Her Red Hair," "Penitencia," and "Desdemona" are in "The Woman Who Lost Him"; "An Episode of Fort Desolation" appears in "Another Juanita" under that title, and also in Overland Tales as "A
Woman's Treachery."
43. James, "Romantic History," 800-01.
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to the loss of Monte Paraiso forced Josephine, now nearing seventy,
to again support herself. She continued to write articles for' Overland
Monthly as well as Out West and other magazines. In 1913, her third
collection of stories and sketches appeared, but financial need compelled Josephine to continue working even as she approached her
eightieth birthday. "I have worked faithfully while I was able," she
wrote to her friend Ina Coolbrith, "and I am still working when I am
no longer able . . . principally for the few dollars it brings me." She
died shortly after she reached the age of eighty-two, in December
1920. 44
Although Josephine Clifford's name invariably appears in a discussion of California's nineteenth-century literary figures, no serious
study of her literary career has yet appeared. 45 Josephine wrote for
some of the best-known regional journals of her day, but she once
confessed that in "matters literary, ... genius alone counts, and I do
not possess it." Recent scholars have agreed, maintaining that "Mrs.
Clifford had little literary talent," and further asserting that in her
stories, "the plots and characterizations are melodramatic and repetitious."46
Perhaps her work deserves closer scrutiny, however, because her
contemporaries appraised her contributions in more favorable terms.
John Carmony (who purchased the Overland'Monthly from Anton Roman) recalled, for example, "I shall always look back to that period of
my life as the brightest of my existence-in connection and close association with the stars of Californian literature-Joaquin Miller; Mark
Twain, Bret Harte, Charles Warren Stoddard[,l Edward Sill, Ina Coolbrith, Josephine Clifford and many others." Ella Sterling Cummins
Mighels, who wrote an early history of California's literary scene, noted
that Josephine's "style is clear and vigorous, her plots vivid and original" and concluded that "no better work of the kind is to be found
from any woman writer's pen in California." Moreover, Hubert Howe
Bancroft praised her for her treatment of Hispanics as well as "neat
bits of character portrayal, ... spirit of narration and smoothness of
44. james, "Romantic History," 802; josephine C. McCrackin to Ina Coolbrith, August 11, 1917, Henry E. Huntington Library, San Marino, California, quoted in Rhodehamel and Wood, Ina Coolbrith, 332-33; Santa Cruz Sentinel, December 22, 1920.
45. The present writer has begun such a study.
46. Merrit Cross, "josephine Woempner Clifford McCrackin," Edward T. james, ed.,
Notable American Women 1607-1950, A Biographical Dictionary (4 vols., Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1971), 2: 455; Beverly Seaton, "josephine Woempner Clifford McCrackin," Una Mainiero, ed., American Women Writers. A Critical Reference Guide from
Colonial Times to the Present (4 vols., New York: Frederick Ungar, 1981).' 3: 76.
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diction" and observed that "Josephine Clifford has been among the
happiest contributors of short tales."47
From a castle in Prussia to the deserts of New Mexico to the mountains of California-Josephine Woempner Clifford McCrackin undoubtedly lived a varied and interesting life; moreover, she made it possible
for the twentieth-century reader to glimpse, through her writings,
something of those experiences. Her stark depictions of an unhappy
marriage provide a picture of family life in the frontier army not often
open to public scrutiny, while her later literary career and efforts to
promote conservation of natural resources are similarly noteworthy.
As one of her admirers noted, hers is indeed "the romantic history of
a remarkable woman."48

47. McCrackin to James D. Phelan, July 19, 1914, James Duval Phelan Correspondence, C-B-800, Bancroft Library; Carmony quoted in Mighels, The Story of the Files, 145;
ibid., 159; Hubert Howe Bancroft, The Works of Hubert Howe Bancroft: Essays and Miscellany
(San Francisco: The History Co., 1890), 632.
48. James, "Romantic History."

